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Farne cormarants with catches in their beaks 

shower fishscale confetti on the shining sea. 

The first bright weather here for many weeks 

for my Sunday G-day
1
 train bound for Dundee, 

off to St Andrew’s to record a reading, 

doubtful, in these dark days, what poems can do, 

and watching the mists round Lindisfarne receding 

my doubt extends to Dark Age Good Book too. 

Eadfrith the Saxon scribe/illuminator 

incorporated cormorants I’m seeing fly 

round the same island thriteen centuries later 

into the In principio’s initial I. 

Billfrith’s begemmed and jewelled boards got looted 

by raiders gung-ho for booty and berserk, 

the sort of soldiery that’s still recruited 

to do today’s dictators’ dirty work, 

but the initials in St John and in St Mark 

graced with local cormorants in ages, 

we of a darker still keep calling Dark, 

survive in those illuminated pages. 

The word of God so beautifully scripted 

by Eadfrith and Billfrith the anchorite 

Pentagon conners have once again conscripted 

to gloss the cross on the precision sight. 

Candlepower, steady hand, gold leaf, a brush 

were all that Eadfrith had to beautify 

the word of God much bandied by George Bush 

whose word illuminated midnight sky 

and confused the Baghdad cock who was betrayed 

by bombs into believing the day was dawning 

and crowed his heart out at the deadly raid 

and didn’t live to greet the proper morning. 

  

                                            
1 G-Day is short for Garden Railway Run Day, in which small model trains are run. G-Day also refers to 

the invasion of Normandy in World War II. The US military used it as a code word for the ground invasion 

of Iraq in the first Gulf War. 



Now with the noonday headlights in Kuwait 

and the burial of the blackened in Baghdad 

let them remember, all those who celebrate, 

that their good news is someone else’s bad 

or the light will never dawn on poor Mankind. 

Is it open-armed at all that victory V, 

that insular initial intertwined 

with slack-necked cormorants from black laquered sea, 

with trumpets bulled and bellicose and blowing 

for what men claim as victories in their wars, 

with the fire-hailing cock and all those crowing 

who don’t yet smell the dunghill in their claws? 

 


